EMPOWERMENT
IN
SOCIAL FIRMS

THIS PRESENTATION
• A word about definitions
• Empowerment in Social Firms
• Interdependence of enterprise,
employment and empowerment
• The importance of a holistic approach
• Some examples

Want to talk about:
What we mean when we say social firm / empowerment
How empowerment is a core value of the Social Firms sector in the UK
Importance of taking a holistic approach
Examples of what this means in practice

Definitions in the UK
In a SOCIAL FIRM:
• at least 25% of the employees have
experienced severe labour market
disadvantage
• at least 50% of income is generated through
trade and profits are re-invested.
• Social Firms create jobs.
In a WORK INTEGRATION SOCIAL ENTERPRISE
(WISE)
• activities and services are provided that
increase future employment opportunities
I’ll be talking about social firms, but many of the points I make are equally valid for WISEs.

Empowerment = ?
“ Empowerment is the process of increasing
the capacity of individuals to make
choices, and to transform those choices
into desired actions and outcomes.
Central to this process are actions that build
individual and collective assets, and
improve the efficiency and fairness of the
organisational and institutional context
which govern the use of these assets”
World Bank

Lots of different definitions – covering spiritual growth to organisational and community development . Could spend the rest of this
presentation simply looking at definitions!
This definition by the World Bank is one that we think covers the elements well and can be seen to be relevant to Social Firms

Empowerment for the

Empowerment is the process of
increasing the capacity of individuals
to make choices, and to transform
those choices into desired actions and

Let’s break down the key elements of this definition
- First there’s individual empowerment
- Enabling and equipping individual to make their own decisions and develop their capacity to reach their goals.

Empowerment for the

Central to this process are actions
that build individual and collective
assets, and improve the efficiency and
fairness of the organisational and
institutional context which govern the
use of these assets.

Impact at organisational level
- strengthens organisation through
-Team work
-Support for individuals
-Access to more skills – more efficiency
- Develops and reinforces fairness

Social Firms UK identified 3 core values, in consultation with organisations in the sector :As our logo shows - empowerment is one of the three Social Firms UK values of Enterprise Employment and Empowerment

Social Firms Values
Enterprise

Employment

Empowerment

Taken together, they form the essence of a social firm.
Need all three elements to be a social firm.
We developed a checklist that shows best practice for social firm in making a reality of these values..

Essential
Desirable

At least 50% of the firm’s turnover is
earned through sales of market-led
goods or services.

The firm has an appropriate legal
status. It must not be governed or
driven by individual profit (except
for worker co-operatives). Remote
shareholders must not extract
unreasonable profit
Evidence: Constitution

The firm is trading and follows
business processes, such as having a
business plan in place.
Evidence: Business Plan, Marketing
Plan, Employment Plan

Evidence: Accounts

Enterprise
The firm has a constitution or
written guiding principles that
reflect its employment objective
re severely disadvantaged people.
Evidence: Guiding principlesessential for all, Constitution –
essential for new Social Firms;
essential for Social Firms already
constituted to commit to this
where absent.

The firm has a management
structure that supports trading as
the firm’s primary purpose.
The firm is independent. Decision
making and the control lies with the
firm’s employees / workers / own
board.

Evidence: Organisational structure,
Job descriptions for key staff

Evidence: Constitution

KNOW IT’S TOO SMALL FOR PEOPLE TO READ, CAN EMAIL LINKS TO ANYONE WHO WANTS.
[ Won’t go into detail but ] here is the checklist for enterprise
Without “enterprise” a social firm cannot be sustainable , and so cannot offer opportunities to disabled people.
Empowered staff can contribute to the future development of the enterprise, and wherever possible employees or co-workers in cooperatives should have a role to play in decision making.
Re-dialogue project

Essential
Desirable

The firm has procedures &
policies in place in respect of
Equal Opportunities & Health
& Safety.

Evidence: Equality & Diversity
The firm is acknowledged Policy, Health & Safety Policy
as a good employer by
employees and stakeholders.
Evidence: Staff & stakeholder
endorsement

The firm operates
processes to engage the
workforce in their own and the
organisation’s development.
Evidence: Staff Handbook,
Supervision & appraisal
procedure OR other staff
engagement systems &
processes

The firm is compliant with
relevant employers
legislation e.g. Disability
Discrimination Act &
National Minimum Wage.
Evidence: Policies &
procedures, Practice,
Publicity material

25% or more
of the workforce
are people who
are severely disadvantaged in
gaining employment

All employees
have contract of employment (or
are self employed through
personal choice) & market \wage
at or above national minimum
wage.

Evidence: staff profiles

Evidence: employment contracts,
payroll
All employees
have the opportunity to
progress either within the
Social Firm or into alternative
employment as appropriate.

Employment

The firm is acknowledged
as a good employer through an
external accreditation process.
Evidence: Appropriate/relevant
accreditation from a Quality
Management system such as
Investor’s in People Award

Evidence: Staff profiles, Staff
exit interviews, Supervision &
appraisal

An equal approach
is taken to the type of
employment contracts used
(e.g. permanent, fixed term,
temporary, self employment)
between disadvantaged and
non-disadvantaged staff.
Evidence: employment
Disadvantaged people
contracts
are employed at all levels in
the firm with reasonable
adjustment as required.
Evidence: Staff profiles

And here is employment.
The key here is that work should be “real work” – individuals need to be able to make a real contribution, if they are to develop their capacity
and skills. This then provides the employee with further potential for progression and greater empowerment.
Good team working is vital – Many social firm employees have faced stigma and social exclusion, so it’s important to be inclusive in the way
work is organised. Better team work also means better results.
For people whose goal is to move into mainstream employment, the closer their experience is to that type of employment the better.
Another key feature of a social firm is that it offers a supportive working environment. Part of that support is that each employee is gains
recognition for the contribution that they make – the working environment and working and management practices need to be supportive

Essential
Desirable
Reasonable adjustments are
made for employees & self
employed workers relevant to
their needs
Evidence: Support
assessment form & action
plan,
Supervision & appraisal
procedure
There are
processes in place for managing
stress. All staff are encouraged
to have control over their
working environment.

Maximising
the ability &
potential of those working
within the firm is a priority

Volunteers have
agreements that
reflect good practice
in volunteering.

Evidence: Supervision &
appraisal OR other staff
engagement
systems & processes,
Investors in
People Award

Evidence: Volunteer
agreements, Volunteer
profiles

Empowerment

Evidence: Reports of
decision meetings, Rep on
the board / management
committee

Evidence: Written agreements
acknowledged
by staff
Trainees, work experience
candidates & volunteers have
different programmes &
responsibilities to employees.
Training should be time-limited &
should lead to an award once
competences are achieved.
Evidence: Training contract,
Training programme leading to
award or qualification, Volunteer
agreement, Work experience
programme

Evidence: Stress management
policies, systems & procedures,
Staff well-being (sickness levels)

The firm’s organisational
structure is enabling &
encourages participation in
business decisions as
appropriate.

The firm
demonstrates
a commitment to maintaining
confidentiality. There is a procedure
in place that demonstrates the
agreement to share confidential
information.

The firm’s organisational
structure is enabling &
encourages participation in
business decisions as
appropriate.

The firm
implements social
accounting and/
or social audit

Evidence: Reports of decision
meetings, Rep on the board /
management committee

Evidence: Social
accounting &
social audit
reports

The firm has an
added emphasis on training for
disadvantaged staff including those
who are self employed. Training
reinforces & builds on learning & takes
account of developing social skills as
appropriate.
Evidence: Training Handbook, Staff
profiles, Staff undergoing training incl.
accredited training, Staff appraisals,
Staff endorsement,
Exit interviews

And this one focuses on some key elements of that demonstrate the how a Social Firm can have systems that empower their employees.
The key criteria are:
Social Firm gives priority to maximising ability and potential of its workers
Reasonable adjustments are made to meet employee’s specific needs. For example, being flexible around intermittent health issues
The roles of employees are different from those of trainees and volunteers – who should have their own agreements, that are drawn up to
reflect good practice.
There is an added emphasis on training in many social firms. This can be informal, through on-the-job job coaching as an introduction, but
should ideally lead to an award once competences are reached.
In social firms that follow the intermediate labour market model, there should be a strong emphasis on transferable skills.
Peer support can be very effective, but should be structured so that there is a positive experience for all.
The firm’s organisational structure encourages participation in business decisions
MICHELE : YOU MAY WANT TO:
- MENTION STAR SOCIAL FIRM QUALITY STANDARD IS BASED ON THE CHECKLIST
- ASK PEOPLE TO LET YOU KNOW IF THEY WANT COPIES OF THE CHECKLIST
Y

Take a holistic approach

Empowerment also means address the barriers that affect people’s ability to work.
These vary according to the individual and their circumstances but can involve:
debt, housing, childcare, criminal records. Etc
Important to cater for the individual, and to work in partnership with other agencies.

Some Good Practice
• Mi-enterprise
• Supported self-employment for people with
learning disabilities
• dev.mienterprise.org.uk

• Blue Sky Regeneration and
Development
• Must have a criminal record to work there
• All supervisors have first hand experience of
the barriers ex-offenders face and have
overcome them, so can help team members
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